
ORGANIZED BAG -11
28-00501

Features
The bag you use to keep all your 
tools in a good order, ready to use 
directly.
One large compartment with Velcro 
stripes to attach moveable walls.
One large top compartment with 
elastic bands.
Two side pockets with inside 
compartments that can be removed 
or carried on a belt.
One large front pocket with inside 
compartments that can be removed 
or carried on a belt.
Holder for the outside pockets on 
the top of the bag.
Padded shoulder straps that can be 
used to carry the bag as a backpack 
or as a shoulder bag.
Removable walls that can be 
configured to suit your equipment.
Hard plastic and soft foam in all 
sides of the insert to protect the 
sensitive equipment inside.
Padded handles.
Light coloured inside to make it 
easier to find what is in the bag.
Velcro stripes inside the bag and flap 
so you can attach our insert 
pouches.
Velcro patches on the outside for 
your unit and personal patches.

Weight
2,7  kg 

Measurements 
W= 50 cm, H= 35 cm, D= 35 cm

Material
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyamide or 100% 
polyester
Foam: Polyethylene
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Black= 28-00501-01-000

Grey= 28-00501-09-000



D E TA I L S

Adjustable shoulders pads

Two way zipped front closure.

Velcro patches for name and unit 
patches.

One large, removable large front 
pocket with zipper closure.

MOLLE webbing for pouches.

Padded and semi rigid sides, top 
and bottom.

Two removable side pockets with 
zipper closure.

Top of lid compartment with inside 
velcro stripes where insert pouches 
can be attached

Inside walls can be placed in many 
positions, attaches with Velcro to the 
sides.

Inside zipped compartments.

Inside multi-slot compartments
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The Organized bag can be carried 
as a backpack.

The bottom of the bag has 12 studs 
to minimize the contamination of a 
crime scene and to make the 
bottom stronger.

Other types of pouches can also be 
attached outside the bag.

Inside the flap or on the inside of 
the walls, our insert pouches can be 
attached.

If you remove all the outside 
pockets, the bag will fit easier 
between the seats in a car.

The outside pouches can be 
attached on every side except the 
bottom of the Organized bag.

It can also be carried as a shoulder 
bag.
And of course in the hand.

The large outside pocket has lots of 
inside compartments.

The removable outside pockets are 
attached with tabs and 
press-buttons


